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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel multilevel power con-
verter topology that can be expanded to an arbitrary N number
of levels. The topology is modular in nature, consisting of
groupings of three degrees-of-freedom dual active half bridge
(3D-DAHB) switching cells that can be stacked and reconfigured
to achieve any desired number of levels. Each DAHB can move
power between any of its four associated capacitors, allowing
for stacked DAHBs to distribute voltages arbitrarily around all
capacitors in the stacked configuration, resulting in a multilevel
topology of arbitrary level voltages. Component quantities and
component stresses scale linearly with the number of levels.
Internal power flows are exclusively a product of input/output
parameters and not the number of levels. Dynamic equations for
the topology that can be used to determine the capacitor voltages
and required capacitor power transfers are provided. A simplified
circuit model is derived alongside methods of expanding this
topology to N-levels. Functionality of the proposed converter
is demonstrated through high-fidelity simulation of a 9-level
converter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Improvements in switching device technology and/or the
application of multilevel topologies becomes increasingly nec-
essary as society trends towards higher voltages. High Voltage
DC (HVDC) power transmission is increasing in popularity
and is presently beyond the MV range [1], [2]. Electric Vehicle
(EV) batteries have steadily increased in voltage since their
most modern introduction [3]. These applications require their
associated power electronics to be able to also withstand these
higher voltages.

Progressions in switching technology have enabled typical
2-level converter topologies to be able to withstand higher
voltages. Modern Silicon Carbide (SiC) devices can withstand
>1200V [4], [5], allowing for the safe control and conversion
of 2-level topologies for voltages in the range of 900V.
However, the control and conversion of voltages higher than
the intrinsic blocking voltage of the chosen switching device
will require some variation of a multilevel topology.

Multilevel power converters can also be applied in scenarios
where they are not required, i.e. lower voltage applications.
They can offer better quality input/output voltages in conjunc-
tion with smaller filters [6]. They have proven benefits in EVs
[7], HVDC applications, [8], and medical devices [9].

Adapting a design for a multilevel topology does incur
a cost, most notably associated with the increased circuit

and control complexity of multilevel converters. Multilevel
topologies are already a highly studied area of research and
many topologies already exist, each with their own respective
qualities. It is not straightforward to quantify control complex-
ity, however, component quantities can be easily measured and
a comparison between different component quantities can be
seen in Table I.

Diode-clamped, capacitor-clamped, and the generalized D-
shaped converters have exponentially increasing component
counts as a function of number of levels [10], [11]. Modular
Multilevel converters (MMC) have unbalanced voltages in
steady state, making DC/DC implementations of these topolo-
gies challenging [13]. The full-bridge MMC improves over
the half-bridge MMC with respect to flexibility in capacitor
voltages and balancing but comes at the cost of increased
switching devices and control complexity [14]. Likewise,
the diode-clamped, capacitor clamped, and generalized D-
shaped topologies also require extra attention to keep capacitor
voltages balanced, more so as the number of levels increases
[15]–[17].

The proposed topology is a derivation of the multilevel
topology used in [12], which is an adaption of the high conver-
sion ratio converters found in [18], [19]. These high conversion
ratio converters are intended to be used in applications where
the output voltage is a small fraction of the input voltage.
Similar high conversion ratio topologies can be found in [20]–
[22], with AC/DC implementation in [23].

In contrast, the half-bridge (HB) Manhattan topology of [12]
are not intended for high conversion ratios but as a multilevel
topology with an output voltage that can swing across the
full input voltage. It can maintain capacitor voltage balance

TABLE I
NUMBER OF COMPONENTS IN N -LEVEL CONVERTER TOPOLOGIES

Topology Semiconductors Inductors Capacitors

Diode-Clamped [10] N2 −N 1 N − 1

Capacitor-Clamped [10] 2(N − 1) 1 (N − 1) + N2−3N+2
2

Generalized D-shaped [11] N(N − 1) 1 N2+N
2

−N
Half-Bridge MMC [8] 4(N − 1) 2 or 4(N − 1) 2(N − 1)
Full-Bridge MMC [8] 8(N − 1) 2 or 4(N − 1) 2(N − 1)
Manhattan (HB) [12] 2(N − 2) N − 2 N − 1

Manhattan (DAHB) N − 1 N−1
2

N − 1
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Fig. 1. DAHB unit cell of proposed multilevel topology. a) Isolated DAHB.
b) DAHB reconfigured and stacked to create non-isolated multilevel converter.

while bidirectionally converting AC/DC or DC/DC through
its independently operable unit switching cells. Component
quantities scale linearly with the number of levels. However,
the HB Manhattan topology of [12] requires circulating cur-
rents to maintain capacitor voltage balancing, and as a result,
component stresses do not scale linearly.

The proposed DAHB Manhattan topology exchanges the
HB switching cells of [12] with DAHB switching cells. The
resulting topology requires half the number of switches and
inductive components. In addition, the DAHB Manhattan
converter mitigates the circulating loop currents present in
the HB Manhattan topology [12], resulting in linear scaling
of both component quantities and component stresses. To the
authors knowledge, it is therefore the first fully balanced power
electronic topology that scales linearly in all respects to N
levels. Hence, the Manhattan topology can be interpreted as
an alternative to the MMC.

II. TOPOLOGY DESCRIPTION

The topology of the unit cell upon which this converter is
constructed can be seen in Fig. 1. The unit cell is identical to
the dual active half-bridge (DAHB), where there are two half-
bridges that share an inductive coupling. Important to note is
the isolation between both half-bridges, the characteristics of
which are leveraged in the stacking of unit cells to create a
multilevel topology, which can be seen in Fig. 1-(b). Config-
uring the single unit cell into a multilevel topology involves
connecting nodes C and D together across the isolation barrier
and ”folding” the inductive coupling to create a set of series
stacked capacitors. The set of series stacked capacitors is the
basis upon which this multilevel topology is constructed.

Characteristics of the DAHB allow for the voltages of each
capacitor within the DAHB to be controlled to any arbitrary
ratio with the caveat that the total stored power within these
capacitors does not change. This functionality persists when
the DAHB is reconfigured from Fig. 1-(a) into the stacked
topology of Fig. 1-(b). For the circuit of Fig. 1-(b), input can
be applied across nodes A and F and the output can be taken
across nodes C/D and F. In this manner the input voltage
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Fig. 2. Stacking of unit cells to create a multilevel topology. a) Two DAHB
unit cells. b) Placement and connectivity of the two DAHB unit cells of (a)
to create a 9-level converter. c) (these need output nodes) (and color code
them).

stresses can be split across the series combination of the
four capacitors that compose the center capacitance stack. The
output voltage is likewise split along the two capacitors across
which the output voltage is taken. Furthermore, the voltage
seen by each switching device is split in an identical manner as
the voltage split along the center capacitance stack. This allows
for the single DAHB to effectively be used as a multilevel
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Fig. 3. Allowable couplings for stacked unit cells. a) Allowed symmetric
coupling scheme. b) Allowed asymmetric coupling scheme. c) Disallowed
coupling scheme.
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Fig. 4. DAHB unit cell current source model. a) DAHB unit cell isolated
current source model. b) non-isolated stacked DAHB current source model.

topology as the converter’s input and output voltages can be
higher than the voltage ratings of any individual switching
device or capacitor.

The stacking of multiple unit cells into a multilevel topology
with increased number of levels (and therefore an increased
number of series capacitors in the center capacitance stack)
follows a similar process and can be seen in Fig. 2. Multiple
half bridges (HB) are connected in series to increase the
number of levels in the center capacitance stack. The inductors
of each HB are then coupled in pairs, creating a set of stacked
DAHB unit cells. It is important to note, however, that the
inductive coupling of each DAHB unit cell must cross the
output node. There are multiple allowable coupling schemes,
the quantity of which increases as the number of DAHB unit
cells increases. The two allowable coupling schemes for a 9-
level (8-capacitor) converter of the proposed topology can be
seen in Fig. 3. This is a necessary condition to meet as internal
power flows require that power from the HB cells above the
output node be transferred to the HB cells below the output
node to maintain power balance in steady-state. The reasoning
for this is discussed in the following analysis section.

The inductive coupling scheme allows for the circulating
currents present in the Manhattan HB topology to be elimi-
nated entirely. Although component quantities scale linearly
in the Manhattan HB topology [12], due to the circulating
currents the component stresses do not, and as a result scaling
to N -levels is technically feasible but practically impossible in
[12]. The circulating currents in the Manhattan HB toplogy are
required to maintain capacitor voltage balance in steady-state.
The inductive couplings of the proposed Manhattan DAHB
topology allow for the necessary power flows to maintain
capacitor voltage balance in steady state without circulating
currents, resulting in complete linear scaling to N -levels in
both component quantity and component stresses.

III. ANALYSIS OF 9-LEVEL CONVERTER

Analysis of the proposed topology first begins with analysis
of the DAHB unit cell. DAHB analyses are not novel in the
scope of this paper and have been previously studied [24], [25].
As it is possible to transfer power in and out of any capacitor
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Fig. 5. Unit switching cell current source model derivation. a) 9-level
complete converter. b) 9-level simplified current source model. c) Capacitor
currents within the simplified model.

within a DAHB, the inductive coupling and switches can be
removed and replaced with current sources in parallel with
each capacitor. This model can be seen in Fig. 4. This type of
DAHB model operates under the constraint of

VC1I1 + VC2I2 + VC3I3 + VC4I4 = 0 (1)

where power is conserved and the sum of all the powers from
each current source is zero. This model does not consider
any external current inputs or outputs as these are treated as
separate mechanisms. Like the DAHB unit cell, this model
can be stacked to become representative of a stacked capacitor
multilevel converter.

Although this topology can be expanded to an arbitrary N
number of levels, for the sake of brevity, this analysis will
follow a converter with N = 9 number of levels consisting of
8 series capacitors in the center stack. The 9-level converter
of the proposed Manhattan DAHB topology can be seen in
Fig. 5-(a), which uses the inductive coupling topology of Fig.
3-(a). The simplified current source model can be seen in Fig.
5-(b).

Derivation starts with defining the capacitor voltages. The
change in voltage within a capacitor as a function of its current
can be calculated with

dVc(t)

dt
=

1

C
ic(t), (2)

where ic(t) is the capacitor current, Vc(t) is the capacitor
voltage, and C is the capacitor capacitance. The current into
each capacitor can be seen in Fig. 5-(c). Analytically, these
currents can be used in conjunction with (2) to calculate dVc(t)

dt :

V̇c = C−1(Ik +TkIu) (3)

where V̇c is a vector of capacitor voltage deltas V̇c =
[dVC1(t)

dt , dVC2(t)
dt , . . . dVC8(t)

dt ]′, C is a matrix of capacitances
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Fig. 6. Example inductive coupling schemes.

C = diag[C1, C2, . . . C8]
′, Ik is a vector of currents trans-

ferred over the inductive coupling of the DAHB IK =
[Ik1, Ik2, . . . Ik8]

′, Iu represents the external current flows
Iu = [Ii, Io]

′, and Tk is a topology matrix that represents the
connectivity of the input and output nodes. For the 8-capacitor
converter considered in this analysis,

Tk =



1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 −1
1 −1
1 −1
1 −1


. (4)

Tk also represents the direction of current flow of the external
input and output currents. This shows how it is necessary
to transfer power from cells above the output node to cells
below the output node to maintain capacitor voltage balance
in steady state. The output current exclusively draws power
from the capacitors below the output node as seen in Fig.
5-(c), necessitating inductive couplings that span the output
node and transfer power from the upper capacitors to the lower
capacitors to compensate for the output current and maintain
capacitor voltage balance.

The DAHB unit cells transfer internal power over the induc-
tive coupling, and as stated previously, all powers contained
in Ik must sum to zero. However, this is not wholly the case,
as the power transferred in each unit cell DAHB must also
be conserved and sum to zero. A constraint on the internal
currents Ik is developed that maintains the internal power flow:

IkV
−1Tu

′ = 0, (5)

where V is a matrix of capacitor voltages V =
diag[VC1, VC2, . . . VC8]

′, and Tu is a topology matrix that
represents how the inductive couplings are paired. For the 8-

capacitor converter considered in this analysis,

Tu =



1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
1 0
1 0


, (6)

where the values in the first column of Tu represent the
capacitors that inductive coupling PLA can share power with
and the values in the second column represent the capacitors
the second inductive coupling PLB can share power with. The
constraint of (5) and (6) serves two purposes, not only does
it ensure that the internal power flows as a whole follow the
law of conservation of energy, but also ensures that that the
individual DAHB unit cells do not also violate this law.

For steady state operation, vector V̇c can be set to zero
as the capacitor voltages do not change in steady state. In
conjunction with (3), for vector V̇c to equal zero, then the
term C−1(Ik +TuIu) must equal zero and

Ik = −TuIu, (7)

as C−1 term can be removed. This term is also not present in
any constraint, suggesting that the capacitance value does not
impact the steady state operation. It can be seen that

Ik1−4 = −Ii (8)
Ik5−8 = −Ii + Io, (9)

is the only solution to (7). Therefore the constraint of (5)
dictates the allowable capacitor voltages and not the allowable
internal current flows, which are dictated by the input and
output currents of the converter.

Characteristics of the DAHB unit cell allow for the voltage
across the center capacitor stack of the converter to be set to
any arbitrary ratio of the input voltage Vi. There are multiple
allowable values for these sets of voltages that satisfy the
constraint of (5). One allowable set of note is the one that
represents ideal voltage splitting across the capacitors. To
maintain the minimum voltage stress of each capacitor (and
therefore also each capacitor’s associated switch) across the
entire output voltage range 0 < Vo < Vi, the capacitors below
the output node must evenly split the output voltage Vo and the
capacitors above the output node must evenly split the voltage
Vi − Vo. Analytically, this is

VC1−4 = 1
4 (Vi − Vo) (10)

VC5−8 = 1
4Vo (11)

The voltages of (10)-(11) in conjunction with the currents of
(8)-(9) satisfy the constraint of (5) as well as the steady state
requirement of (3) with V̇c set to zero. In this manner the ca-
pacitor voltages maintain balance during steady state operation
through the power shared over the inductive couplings which
are injected into each capacitor as Ik. This same 8-capacitor
converter is used in the results section.



IV. METHODS OF EXPANSION TO N -LEVELS

As discussed previously, this topology can be expanded
to an arbitrary N -levels. Switching cells can be stacked ad
infinitum given all inductive couplings cross the output node.
(3) - (11) are applicable to expansion of this topology to N -
levels, however, the topological matrices of Tk and Tu need
to be adjusted.

The topological matrix Tu represents the current that flows
into each capacitor due to external currents Ii and Io with
positive notation denoting positive current into the capacitor.
The number of rows is equal to the number of series capacitors
in the center capacitor stack and the number of columns is
equal to two. The first column represents the input current
Ii into each capacitor. As the current Ii will flow into all
capacitors with the same direction, this column is simply all
ones. The second column represents the current Io into each
capacitor, which flows out of capacitors exclusively below
the output node and corresponds to a value of −1 for these
capacitors. This paper considers the output to always be taken
at the center node and the generalized form of Tu reflects
this:

Tu =



1 0
1 0
...

...
1 0
1 −1
...

...
1 −1
1 −1


. (12)

The topological matrix Tk represents the connectivity of the
inductive couplings. The number of columns is equal to the
number of inductive couplings and the number of rows is
equal to the number of capacitors. From top to bottom, the
first column represents the inductive coupling of the of the
first half-bridge, the second of the second half-bridge, and
the nth of the nth half-bridge above the output node. The
values in each column represent the capacitors that can share
power across the column’s respective inductive coupling, with
a 1 denoting that power can be shared across this inductive
coupling and a 0 denoting that power is not shared across this
inductive coupling. For the example converters in Fig. 6 the
Tk connectivity matrix is

TA
k =



1 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 1 0
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 0 0


TB

k =



1 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1


TC

k =



1 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0


. (13)

where TA
k corresponds to Fig. 6-(a), TB

k to Fig. 6-(b), and
TC

k to Fig. 6-(c). The general form of Tk is

Tk =



1 0 . . . 0
1 0 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 0
...

... . . .
...

0 0 . . . 1
0 0 . . . 1
0 0 . . . 1
0 0 . . . 1
...

... . . .
...

0 1 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 0
1 0 . . . 0
1 0 . . . 0



(14)

as it relates to the connectivity scheme used in Fig. 6-(a). Other
connectivity schemes will have different generalized forms of
Tk, however, the methodology remains constant.

Finally, the equation for for V̇c in (3) can be ap-
plied to the general N-level converter with V̇c =
[dVC1(t)

dt , dVC2(t)
dt , . . . dVCN (t)

dt ]′, C = diag[C1, C2, . . . CN ]′,
and Ik = [Ik1, Ik2, . . . Ikn]

′. The constraint of (5) also persists
with V = diag[VC1, VC2, . . . VCN ]′.

Given these methods of expansion, and using a similar
analysis setup as the previous section with ideal voltage
splitting across the capacitors, it can be seen that the power
that needs to be transferred across the inductive couplings
and into each capacitor scales linearly with voltage. For a
given input/output voltage, the total power transferred over
all inductive couplings is constant regardless of number of
levels. Furthermore, sum of voltage and current stresses of all
switching devices is constant for a given input/output voltage
and does not change with the number of levels. In this way,
linear component stress scaling with N is achieved.

V. RESULTS

The circuits of Fig. 5-(a) and Fig. 5-(b) are used in simula-
tion to validate both the topology (Fig. 5-(a)) and the simplified
current source model (Fig. 5-(b)).

An input voltage Vi of 800V is used for all simulations
involving the simplified current source model. Figs. 7, 8, and
9 show the simplified model of Fig. 5-(b) operating in steady
state with a constant output current Io = 5A while the output
voltage is swept from 0V < Vo < Vi = 800V. Ideal voltage
splitting is implemented and can be seen in Fig. 7.

The Ik currents can be seen in Fig. 9. As discussed in the
analysis section, all of the inductive coupling current sources
Ik above the output node are equal and all the Ik sources below
the output node are equal. The power transferred through each
inductive coupling (PLA,B) as well as the power of each
inductive coupling source (Pk1− 8) can be seen in Fig. 8.
The internal power flows associated with Ik1−8 sum to zero
over the entirety of the voltage sweep, satisfying the constraint
of (5). The power transferred over both inductive couplings
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PLA and PLB are equal and peak at 500W each for a 2kW
output power at Vo = 400V (a conversion ratio of 1

2 ).
Figs. 10 and 11 show the simplified model of Fig. 5-(b)

operating in steady state with a constant output voltage Vo =
300V while the output current Io is swept from 5A < Io <
45A. It can be seen that the the current and powers of the
Ik sources remain proportional to the output power of the
converter over the entirety of the output current Io sweep.

Lastly, a high-fidelity transient simulation of the full cir-
cuit in Fig. 5-(a) was performed with capacitance values of
C1−8 = 24µF, L = 2.5µH, a coupled inductor turns ratio
of n = 1, switching frequency fsw = 200kHz, and input
voltage Vi = 400V. The duty cycle of each half bridge is
held constant at 0.5. A resistive load of 100Ω is placed at the
output. A rudimentary PI controller is implemented to set the
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Fig. 11. Power flows within the converting during the sweep of output current.

phase difference ϕ between the half-bridges of each DAHB
unit cell to achieve a reference output voltage. As the phase
difference ϕ controls the amount of power transferred over
the inductive coupling, the PI controller can be considered as
controlling PLA and PLB and therefore Ik−8.

Fig. 12 shows the voltages of each level for a range of output
voltages. Fig. 13 shows the value of ϕ for each of the cells
needed to achieve the desired output voltage. From a steady
state perspective the level voltages are constant. Ideal voltage
splitting is achieved. As ϕ is linearly related to the power
transferred across the inductive coupling, the trend in ϕ as
the output voltage increases (and therefore the output power
increases as well) matches the predicted analytical results
derived from the simplified current source model.

VI. CONCLUSION

The topology presented in this paper shows the that the
reconfiguration and stacking of DAHB switching cells can
be used to create a multilevel topology. A single cell can be
stacked vertically, without any extra topological connections
to create a multilevel converter. Multiple DAHB switching
cells can be stacked to create a multilevel converter of N -
levels. Voltage balance can be maintained during steady state,
lending this topology to both DC/DC and AC/DC operation.
Component quantities, component stresses, and circuit com-
plexity scale linearly, which lends this topology to an easily
expandable and adaptable dynamic multilevel environment.
Further work regarding this topology involves construction of
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a physical experimental setup of the proposed circuits, evaluat-
ing the performance when the output is taken at a non-centered
node or multiple nodes simultaneously, and examining the
feasibility of coupling multiple inductors together.
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